U.N.R.R.A.
Bureau of Documents and Tracing, U.S. Zone
Greater Hesse Branch
WIESBADEN
Paulinenstrasse 11
APO 757

June 25 th, 1946.

TO : C/O Field Operations
Zone HQ PAGING.

ATTENTION: Mr. TAYLOR

SUBJECT : Transmittal of the nominal lists.

Please find enclosed the nominal list from
Centre FULDA, UNRRA Team 138, of people who have been
transferred from Konstantine Kaserne Camp No 565 to Schwarzen-
born on the 3rd June 1945. It includes:

26 Polish names

J. PRZYLUŃSKA
Documents Officer for Greater
Hesse Branch

RECEIVED
6 JUN 1946

NL/c/89 1791

12.11.46